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• Timeline: Major Canadian achievements 
and contributions

• Current opportunities and challenges

OUTLINE
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• Adapted from:
• A chronology prepared by Audrey Robinson-Maynard, 
     currently a doctoral student at the University of Huddersfield, UK
• The list of seminal events and publications in Lee & Kotler (2011)

• Is not meant to be a comprehensive review, just highlights

INTERNATIONAL MILESTONES
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✓ Impressive track record / know-how 
✓ Widespread application (fields and levels)
✓ Excellent hubs
✓ Training 
✓ Serious health, social and environmental 

problems requiring effective interventions

OPPORTUNITIES
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CHALLENGES

✓ Lack of shared understanding
✓ Lack of senior decision-makers’ 

understanding and support
✓ SM training not systematic
✓ Few full-time SM positions or sustained 

use of SM to achieve long-term change
✓ Insufficient audience research, targeting 

and evaluation
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CHALLENGES

✓ Need for more complementarity/integration 
with policy and community mobilization work

✓ Lack of sustained funding
✓ RFPs not requiring SM expertise and experience
✓ Shi#ing priorities
✓ Need for a collective voice and ongoing 

networking within the field
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THE OPPORTUNITY

Revitalize the power and potential of SM 
as the tool for social change.
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The Canadian Social Marketing Association is a new national organization 
for leaders and professionals associated with the support and practice 
of social marketing. 

Objectives of the Association:
✓ To advocate for the recognition, understanding and practice 

of social marketing.
✓ To form an alliance with existing marketing and social marketing 

organizations in order to expand the knowledge and support of social marketing.
✓ To document, recognize, share and publish Canadian social marketing 

research and practices.
✓ To promote social marketing to the public, private and non-profit sectors.

FROM A 2005 CSMA DRAFT FLYER
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THANK YOU !
MERCI !

François Lagarde
lagardef@fondationchagnon.org
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